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The corporate lobby and the Mayor are telling you that the majority of benefits from the Universal Paid 
Leave Insurance program would go to people who live outside DC. 
  
Don’t buy it. 
  
Here’s the thing: the Universal Paid Leave insurance fund would cover most everyone who works in DC, no 
matter where they live. This is a good  thing. 
  

1. This program covers the majority of people who live in DC 
1. ALL residents except Federal government employees and people who commute to the 

suburbs are included  
2. So paid leave for Maryland and Virginia residents does not   come at the expense of DC 

residents 
2. This is an insurance   program: like all insurance programs, the more people in the 

program, the stronger and cheaper it is. When you do the math, you will find that including 
Maryland and Virginia residents who work in DC lowers the cost for everyone 

3. Cutting out Maryland and Virginia residents would actually harm DC residents by creating 
a massive disincentive to hire DC residents. Why would businesses hire DC residents they 
have to pay into the fund for when they could get Maryland and Virginia residents “for free”? 

4. It’s way better for small businesses: This program is designed to support the middle class and 
DC businesses who can't afford to pay for paid leave out of pocket. So the money in really stays in 
DC - it helps businesses to retain their employees, whose morale and productivity go up (studies 
show this happens when employers offer paid leave!) 

  
We are especially concerned about this talking point because it comes from groups who are trying to block 
this legislation however they can. Digging deeper into it, there’s not much there - it’s just a political 
tactic. Here’s why: 
  

1. All workplace laws - including ones that our Mayor has championed - cover people based 
on where they work, not on where they live. Unemployment insurance and paid sick days are 
two good examples. 

2. Minimum wage laws work the same way… and the Mayor pushed hard for one this 
summer even though it benefited more residents of Maryland and Virginia than DC.  

3. Ironically, the only alternate paid leave policy we’ve seen- offered by the industry lobby- 
also  covers these same commuters. Opposing the Universal Paid Leave Act for doing the same 
thing is disingenuous. 

4. The DC Council Budget Office study found that the Universal Paid Leave Act will have virtually 
no negative effect on the District’s economy while providing huge benefits to all working 
residents.  

 
The Universal Paid Leave Act gives DC families a safety net when they need it most. It’s time to lead on 
leave. 


